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Foreword to the Catalogue of the Shakespeare Library (Classic Reprint) 2016-09-09 excerpt from
foreword to the catalogue of the shakespeare library no attempt has been made to include early
editions of shakespeare s works apart from the first complete and first illustrated edition of this
having been outside the design of its founder but no expense was spared to obtain original editions of
elizabethan and jacobean litera ture both english and foreign many of them being of extreme rarity
which would assist the student and add to his knowledge and appreciation of the national poet
roughly speaking the library can be divided into seven sections see part with but twenty or thirty
exceptions all the books in this library were printed before the year 1700 and mere reprints have
been invariably rejected about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare
and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Twelfth Night 2007-09 twelfth night is a comedy written by english playwright william shakespeare
who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language twelfth night is a play
about olivia who after the death of her brother goes into seclusion after a shipwreck is orsino s land
viola disguises herself as a man and falls in love with cesario twelfth night is an important work of
william shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his
plays for the first time
Hamlet (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-09 hamlet is a tragedy written by english playwright
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william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language
hamlet is the story of prince hamlet who learns that his father was killed by his uncle claudius
claudius becomes the new king and marries gertrude hamlet s mother hamlet works to get king
claudius to confess to the murder of his father hamlet is an important work of william shakespeares
and is highly recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first
time
Macbeth (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-09 macbethis a tragedy written by english
playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english
language macbeth is a play about the struggle of the macbeths and macduffs to gain power and the
madness that plagues the macbeths caused by their decision to commit murder in order to get
control of the throne macbeth is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly
recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
King Lear 2007-09 king lear is a tragedy written by english playwright william shakespeare who is
widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language king lear is a tragic play about
king lear who is being driven into madness and his banishment of his daughter cordelia who refuses
to play his game king lear is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended
for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
Romeo and Juliet 2007-09 romeo and juliet is a tragedy written by english playwright william
shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language romeo and
juliet is a play about star crossed teenage lovers from two prominent familes that are at war against
one another romeo and juliet is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly
recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
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Much Ado about Nothing 2007 much ado about nothing is a comedy written by english playwright
william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language much
ado about nothing is a play about the relationship between leonato his daughter hero cousin beatrice
don pedro benedick and the bastard brother of pedro don john much ado about nothing is an
important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans of his works as well as
those discovering his plays for the first time
Shakespeare's Library, Vol. 1 2016-06-22 excerpt from shakespeare s library vol 1 a collection of
the plays romances novels poems and histories employed by shakespeare in the composition of his
works the following work supplies an important deficiency in our literature as regards shakespeare it
brings into one view all that has been recovered of the sources he employed in various degrees in the
composition of such of his dramas as are not derived from grecian roman or english history or were
not formed upon some earlier play the romances novels and poems to which he resorted are
scattered over many volumes some of them of the rarest occurrence existing only in our public
libraries these are included in the ensuing pages we have ventured to call the work shakespeare s
library since our great dramatist in all probability must have possessed the books to which he was
indebted and some of which he applied so directly and minutely to his own purposes until now the
ordinary reader of shakespeare s plays has enjoyed very imperfect means of judging how far and in
what respects our most original poet was obliged to others and what he owed only to the exhaustless
resources of his own mind about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
A Midsummer Night's Dream (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-08 a midsummer night s
dream is a comedy written by english playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be
the greatest writer of the english language a midsummer night s dream is a play that takes place in
athens and is about a marriage being planned vetween theseus and hippolyta the king of fairies
oberon decides to play a trick on queen titanai to make her fall in love with the first thing she sees
through a series of mishaps this trick ends up being played on the wrong person this is an important
work if shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his
plays for the first time
King John 2007-09 king john is a history written by english playwright william shakespeare who is
widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language king john is a play that focuses on
the life and death of king john king john is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly
recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
The Tempest (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-09 the tempest is a comedywritten by english
playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english
language the tempest is a play about a sorcerer prospero and the duke of milan who lives with his
daughter miranda on an island prospero confronts those that have usurped his throne including his
brother alonso the tempest is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended
for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
Julius Caesar (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-09 julius caesar is a tragedy written by english
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playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english
language julius caesar focuses on the later years in the life of caesar including his betrayal of brutus
the famous speech of mark antony and his own death at the hands of the senators julius caesar is an
important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans of his works as well as
those discovering his plays for the first time
Pericles, Prince of Tyre 2007-09 pericles prince of tyre is a comedy written by english playwright
william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language
pericles prince of tyre is a play about pericles and details his voyages and adventures pericles prince
of tyre is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans of his works
as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
Richard III 2007-09 richard iii is a history written by english playwright william shakespeare who is
widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language richard iii is about a king who
makes enemies out of his friends in an attempt to make his kingdom stronger thus enidng the war of
the roses richard iii is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans
of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
Henry IV, Part II (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-09 henry iv part ii is a history written by english
playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english
language henry iv part ii is a play about the reign of king henry and focuses largely on his relationship
with his son prince hal henry iv part ii is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly
recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
Catalogue of the Shakespeare Memorial Library, Birmingham (Classic Reprint) 2016-08-16
excerpt from catalogue of the shakespeare memorial library birmingham portrait altered from the
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chandos picture by vander gucht this impression of the portrait looks to the left those in theobald s
editions to the right has pope s preface and rowe s life vols 1 and 9 have date 1751 the rest 1750
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format
whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works
Antony and Cleopatra (Shakespeare Library Classic) 2007-09 antony and cleopatra is a tragedy
written by english playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer
of the english language antony and cleopatra is an epic play that details the love hate relationship
between antony and cleopatra and focuses largely on antony s struggle with caesar for control of the
royal throne antony and cleopatra is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly
recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
The Merry Wives of Windsor 2007-09 the merry wives of windsor is a comedy written by english
playwright william shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english
language the merry wives of windsor is a play about falstaff who is in serious debt and his attempts to
gain the fancy of two women mistress ford and mistress page in the hope of persuading them to give
him money the merry wives of windsor is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly
recommended for fans of his works as well as those discovering his plays for the first time
Shakespeare's Library, Vol. 4 2018-02-04 excerpt from shakespeare s library vol 4 a collection of the
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plays romances novels poems and histories employed by shakespeare in the composition of his works
the description of john gower may be extracted in farther particulars regarding shake speare and his
works p 35 both are curious as they were probably derived from some then existing painting or
illumination not now known in the course of the tract greene acknowledges various works but be
especially repudiates the cobbler of canterbury which had been falsely attributed to him he speaks of
his never too late printed in 1590 and of his mourning garment as if it were then in the press but
according to mr dyce it had been printed two years before greene s repentance the title of which is
also introduced bears date in 1592 chaucer and gower discuss the merits and vices of greene s
productions and king solomon is called in as an umpire who exhorts greene to abandon folly and to
seek wisdom about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Love's Labours Lost 2007-09 love s labours lost is a comedywritten by english playwright william
shakespeare who is widely considered to be the greatest writer of the english language love s labours
lost is the story of ferdinand king of navarre who declares that his court will be devoted to ascetic
study for three years and that women should be sworn off by the men in his court love s labours lost
is an important work of william shakespeares and is highly recommended for fans of his works as well
as those discovering his plays for the first time
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Julius Caesar (Folger Shakespeare Library) 2021-10-22 folger shakespeare library the world s leading
center for shakespeare studies each edition includes freshly edited text based on the best early
printed version of the play full explanatory notes conveniently placed on pages facing the text of the
play scene by scene plot summaries a key to famous lines and phrases an introduction to reading
shakespeare s language an essay by an outstanding scholar providing a modern perspective on the
play illustrations from the folger shakespeare library s vast holdings of rare books essay by coppélia
kahn the folger shakespeare library in washington d c is home to the world s largest collection of
shakespeare s printed works and a magnet for shakespeare scholars from around the globe in
addition to exhibitions open to the public throughout the year the folger offers a full calendar of
performances and programs
A Shakespeare Reference Library (Classic Reprint) 2018-03-06 excerpt from a shakespeare
reference library shakespeare apocrypha being a collection of fourteen plays which have been
ascribed to shakespeare with introduction notes and bibliography by c f tucker brooke clarendon
press 53 net about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Macbeth 2017-09-02 folger shakespeare library the world s leading center for macbeth shakespeare
studies each edition includes freshly edited text based on the best early printed version of the play
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full explanatory notes conveniently placed on pages facing the text of the play scene by scene plot
summaries a key to famous lines and phrases an introduction to reading shakespeare s language an
essay by an outstanding scholar providing a modern perspective on the play illustrations from the
folger shakespeare library s vast holdings of rare books essay by susan snyder the folger shakespeare
library in washington d c is home to the world s largest collection of shakespeare s printed works and
a magnet for shakespeare scholars from around the globe in addition to exhibitions open to the public
throughout the year the folger offers a full calendar of performances and programs about william
shakespeare william shakespeare baptised 26 april 1564 was an english poet and playwright widely
regarded as the greatest writer in the english language and the world s pre eminent dramatist he is
often called england s national poet and the bard of avon or simply the bard his surviving works
consist of 38 plays 154 sonnets two long narrative poems and several other poems his plays have
been translated into every major living language and are performed more often than those of any
other playwright shakespeare was born and raised in stratford upon avon scholars believe that he
died on his fifty second birthday coinciding with st george s day at the age of 18 he married anne
hathaway who bore him three children susanna and twins hamnet and judith between 1585 and 1592
he began a successful career in london as an actor writer and part owner of the playing company the
lord chamberlain s men later known as the king s men he appears to have retired to stratford around
1613 where he died three years later few records of shakespeare s private life survive and there has
been considerable speculation about such matters as his sexuality religious beliefs and whether the
works attributed to him were written by others is shakespeare s darkest play not only because of the
restricted palette of its images shades of black varied with bright red blood but also because in the
play s world of warfare and witchcraft its hero is half damned from the start inured to violence prone
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to superstition macbeth book struggles with the hags predictions in the depth of his soul but his wife
fiercely ambitious never struggles when he is haunted by his imagination she is steadfast preparing
everything looking after the details urging him on it is only afterward when he is thoroughly damned
coldly vicious that she finds she cannot wash duncan s blood off from her hands among other things
this play is the portrait of a good marriage if that is a good marriage can be made in hell over the past
year i have branched out in my reading attempting authors and genres that i had not discovered
before recently i read serena by ron rash in which the title character is compared to lady macbeth
while serena may be ruthless i had never read the play so i could not contrast the two heroines
another of my reading goals this year is increasing my reading of classics up until now i had
predominantly read modern classics and found a worthy reason to read an older masterpiece so it is
without further adieu that i present my take on the bard s macbeth shakespeare penned macbeth
around the year 1606 when he was already established as a reputed playwright for this play he chose
a contemporary scottish soldier and references the scottish crown within the text
Hamlet 2003-07 offers explanatory notes on pages facing the text of the play as well as an
introduction to shakespeare s language life and theater
Guide to the Literature of Shakespeare in the St. Louis Public Library (Classic Reprint)
2018-03-19 excerpt from guide to the literature of shakespeare in the st louis public library one of the
most complete and important critical contri butions to the literature of shakespeare the following
plays have been published about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
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imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Much Ado About Nothing 2019-08-24 much ado about nothing is a comedic play by william
shakespeare thought to have been written in 1598 and 1599 as shakespeare was approaching the
middle of his career the play was included in the first folio published in 1623 much ado about nothing
is generally considered one of shakespeare s best comedies because it combines elements of robust
hilarity with more serious meditations on honor shame and court politics by means of noting which in
shakespeare s day sounded the same as nothing and which is gossip rumour and overhearing
benedick and beatrice are tricked into confessing their love for each other and claudio is tricked into
rejecting hero at the altar on the erroneous belief that she has been unfaithful at the end benedick
and beatrice join forces to set things right and the others join in a dance celebrating the marriages of
the two couples
The Merchant of Venice By William Shakespeare 2022-02-20 in the merchant of venice the path
to marriage is hazardous to win portia bassanio must pass a test prescribed by her father s will
choosing correctly among three caskets or chests if he fails he may never marry at all bassanio and
portia also face a magnificent villain the moneylender shylock in creating shylock shakespeare seems
to have shared in a widespread prejudice against jews shylock would have been regarded as a villain
because he was a jew yet he gives such powerful expression to his alienation due to the hatred
around him that in many productions he emerges as the hero portia is most remembered for her
disguise as a lawyer balthazar especially the speech in which she urges shylock to show mercy that
droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven the authoritative edition of the merchant of venice from the
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folger shakespeare library the trusted and widely used shakespeare series for students and general
readers includes
Macbeth: The Novelization 2013-10-04 have you ever thought of shakespeare as a fast paced
action filled page turning novel shakespeare plays on stage make for fantastic theatrics but when you
read it as a book some of it s glory can be lost this novelization of macbeth uses a more modern
language and narration to capture the story as a novel the story of macbeth tells the tragedy of a
scottish general who is told by witches that one day he will be king macbeth urged by both his wife
and his own selfish ambition murders the king and takes the throne the real story takes off once
macbeth is king and civil war erupts this book is part of an expanding series that retells shakespeare
into fiction
An Index to the Shakespeare Memorial Library (Classic Reprint) 2018-09-28 excerpt from an
index to the shakespeare memorial library he proposal for a shakespeare memorial library was made
by mr samuel timmins in 1858 and first publicly advocated by mr george dawson in 1861 about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
As You Like It by William Shakespeare The Original Classic Unabridged and Annotated Edition
2020-02-12 readers and audiences have long greeted as you like it with delight its characters are
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brilliant conversationalists including the princesses rosalind and celia and their fool touchstone soon
after rosalind and orlando meet and fall in love the princesses and touchstone go into exile in the
forest of arden where they find new conversational partners duke frederick younger brother to duke
senior has overthrown his brother and forced him to live homeless in the forest with his courtiers
including the cynical jaques orlando whose older brother oliver plotted his death has fled there too
recent scholars have also grounded the play in the issues of its time these include primogeniture
passing property from a father to his oldest son as you like it depicts intense conflict between
brothers exposing the human suffering that primogeniture entails another perspective concerns cross
dressing most of orlando s courtship of rosalind takes place while rosalind is disguised as a man
ganymede at her urging orlando pretends that ganymede is his beloved rosalind but as the epilogue
reveals the sixteenth century actor playing rosalind was male following the practice of the time in
other words a boy played a girl playing a boy pretending to be a girl the authoritative edition of as
you like it from shakespeare library the trusted and widely used shakespeare series for students and
general readers includes freshly edited text based on the best early printed version of the play full
explanatory notes conveniently placed on pages facing the text of the play scene by scene plot
summaries a key to the play s famous lines and phrases an introduction to reading shakespeare s
language an essay by a leading shakespeare scholar providing a modern perspective on the play
fresh images from the folger shakespeare library s vast holdings of rare books an annotated guide to
further reading
Macbeth 2017-08-15 folger shakespeare library the world s leading center for shakespeare studies
each edition includes freshly edited text based on the best early printed version of the play full
explanatory notes conveniently placed on pages facing the text of the play scene by scene plot
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summaries a key to famous lines and phrases an introduction to reading shakespeare s language an
essay by an outstanding scholar providing a modern perspective on the play illustrations from the
folger shakespeare library s vast holdings of rare books essay by susan snyder the folger shakespeare
library in washington d c is home to the world s largest collection of shakespeare s printed works and
a magnet for shakespeare scholars from around the globe in addition to exhibitions open to the public
throughout the year the folger offers a full calendar of performances and programs
A Shakespeare Bibliography 1971 the authoritative edition of measure for measure from the folger
shakespeare library the trusted and widely used shakespeare series for students and general readers
measure for measure is among the most passionately discussed of shakespeare s plays in it a duke
temporarily removes himself from governing his city state deputizing a member of his administration
angelo to enforce the laws more rigorously angelo chooses as his first victim claudio condemning him
to death because he impregnated juliet before their marriage claudio s sister isabella who is entering
a convent pleads for her brother s life angelo attempts to extort sex from her but isabella preserves
her chastity the duke in disguise eavesdrops as she tells her brother about angelo s behavior then
offers to ally himself with her against angelo modern responses to the play show how it can be
transformed by its reception in present culture to evoke continuing fascination to some the duke the
government seems meddlesome to others he is properly imposing moral standards angelo and
isabella s encounter exemplifies sexual harassment others see a woman s right to control her body in
isabella s choice between her virginity and her brother s life this edition includes freshly edited text
based on the best early printed version of the play full explanatory notes conveniently placed on
pages facing the text of the play
Measure for Measure (Folger Shakespeare Library) 2021-10-17 all s well that ends well william
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shakespeare
Alls Well Thats Ends Well 2005 excerpt from shakespeare s library vol 3 a collection of the plays
romances novels poems and histories employed by shakespeare in the composition of his works with
introductions and notes vitale reggera queste deboli membra et infelici ossa et felice anzi beato mi
terrei allora quando io vi avessi per mia patrona anzi singolar signora aman dovi adunque io 51 come
io vi amo et essendo 10 vostro si come voi agevolmente potete intendere non harrete a sdegno di
ricevermi per vostro humilissimo servitore percio che ogni mio bene et ogni mia vita da voi non
altronde dipende la giovane donna che panthemia si chiamava quantunque intendesse il tutto non
pero li rispose ma la danza honestamente segul e finito il ballo sorridendo alquanto si pose con le
altere a sedere non stette molto che l innamorato filenio prese la terza per mano la piu gentile la piu
aggratiata et la piu bella donna che in bologna allora si trovasse et con esso lei comincio menare una
danza facendosi far calle a coloro che s appressavano per rimirarla et innanzi che si termi nasse il
ballo egli le disse tai parole honestissima madonna forse io parero non poco presontuoso scoprendovi
hora il celato amore ch io vi portai et hora porto ma non incolpate me ma 1a vostra belezza laquale a
ciascuna altra vi fa superiore et me come vostro mancipio tiene taccio hora i vostri laudevoli costumi
taccio le egregie et ammirabili vostre virti1 lequali sono tali e tante c hanno forza di far discender gii1
da l alto cielo i superni dei se adunque la vostra bellezza accolta per natura et non per arte
aggradisce a gl immortali dei non e mara viglia se quella mi stringe ad amarvi e tenervi chiusa nella
viscere del mio cuore pregovi adunque gentil signora mia unico refrigerio della mia vita c habbiate
caro colui che per voi mille volte al giorno muore il che facendo io reputero aver la vita per voi alla cui
gratia mi raccommando la bella donna che sinfrosia s appellava havendo intese le care e dolci parole
che dal focoso cuore di filenio uscivano non puote alcun sospiretto nascondere ma pur consider about
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the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Shakespeare's Library, Vol. 3 2018-01-21 excerpt from shakespeare s library vol 1 a collection of the
romances novels poems and histories used by shakespeare as the foundation of his dramas now first
collected and accurately reprinted from the original editions with introductory notices the following
work supplies an important defi ciency in our literature as regards shakespeare it brings into one view
all that has been recovered of the sources he employed in various degrees in the composition of such
of his dramas as are not derived from grecian roman or english history or were not formed upon some
earlier play about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
Shakespeare's Library, Vol. 1 2017-07-19 classic books library presents this new beautiful edition of
shakespeare s sonnets 1609 featuring a specially commissioned new biography of william
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shakespeare it is a must for classical poetry enthusiasts and newcomers alike shakespeare s
collection of 154 sonnets beautifully explore the age old human themes of love and beauty time and
mortality and contain some of the most revered lines in poetry such as shall i compare thee to a
summer s day from sonnet no 18 each poem is composed of 14 lines and their structure forms an
english sonnet the first part of the collection is dedicated to a young man the second to a dark lady
and whether the sonnets are autobiographical or based on characters of fantasy is still debated today
william shakespeare 1564 1616 was an english playwright poet and actor he is considered to be the
greatest writer in the english language and is celebrated as the world s most famous dramatist
Shakespeare's Sonnets 2018-08-17 brings together in one volume editions of all the plays poems and
sonnets originally published as individual paperbacks in the new american library s signet classic
shakespeare series with a general introduction by professor barnet introductions to the individual
plays by the contributing editors
The Complete Signet Classic Shakespeare 1972 excerpt from a life of william shakespeare the
manuscript of this life was finished except for the notes in may 1901 and from the beginning of june
to the middle of september was kept in a safety vault at cambridge in october it mysteriously
disappeared from my library though i had little doubt by whom it was taken the evidence was purely
circumstantial and for that and other reasons it was impossible for me to make any effort to regain
possession of it the person who took it intended after reading it to return it without betraying himself
but he was afterwards tempted to put it into other hands with a false statement of its history possibly
with a view to its being utilized in part if not as a whole in print this can hardly be done with safety
but it has complicated the affair and interfered with the return of the manuscript in time for it to go to
press as promised about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
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classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection
in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally
left to preserve the state of such historical works
A Life of William Shakespeare (Classic Reprint) 2018-02-18 excerpt from materials for the study of the
english drama excluding shakespeare a selected list of books in the newberry library journal of
english and germanic philology v 1 1897 date v 1 4 known as journal of germanic philology about the
publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as
a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of
such historical works
Materials for the Study of the English Drama (Excluding Shakespeare) 2016-12-21
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